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running this month. Lots of good stories, well
written and important.

MAIL

The Light welcomes all forms of correspondence. Each
submission will be edited for length and appropriateness,
as well as grammar and spelling. Opinions expressed are
those of the authors and not necessarily those of St. Augustine’s Church, The Light, or their respective staffs.

I also want to thank you from the bottom of my
heart for your generous financial contributions.
$950.00 was deposited in the Light Fund for
the month of March. This not only enables us to
cover our consumables and professional membership dues, but also to do some serious thinking about software and hardware improvements.

For sometime now, I have been contemplating
a horizontal magazine format for The Light
instead of, or in addition to, the vertical scroll
that we are currently using. I am also looking
Hi Albert,
forward to a bunch of extra hard drive storage
to keep and protect the thousands of kilobytes
I’ve been meaning to email you about how much
that are generated each month in photos and
I liked your editor’s piece at the beginning of the
documents.
Light this month! (March) It helped me to better understand the concept of Lent, in a deeper
Last month I promised more comment on the
way than I have previously. Thanks for your
current situation at church. I want to tell you
insight and the fresh, professional ways you are
that the communications that the vestry has
approaching the newsletter. I am happy to have been receiving are taken quite seriously. Please
been a part of it and hope to be able to contrib- be encouraged, if you have any thoughts or conute in a meaningful way in the future.
cerns regarding the life and health of our parish,
to let our vestry know. Letters are good. They
Joy (Johnson)
get read and discussed. And above all, please
keep both our vestry and rector in your prayers.
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Dear Readers,

And finally, the theme for the May Light is
healing. We will be honoring the medical and
spiritual healers in our midst.

In the midst of our current struggles, we (The
Light staff) felt that the Easter season begged
for stories of joy. As always we have a variety of
Have a blessed April and Easter. See you again
topics to offer, some of a serious nature, some
in May.
much more lighthearted, but all of great value
Albert Rose, editor
and importance to some among us. Somehow, as
we find fulfillment in these meaningful elements
of our lives, we also find joy. I am just thrilled by
your overwhelming response to The Light in so
many ways. Notice how many pages we are
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SERVICE SCHEDULE
Sunday

Notes from Nigel

A

8:00 am Eucharist Rite I
Followed by coffee/fellowship and Adult
Forums

10:30 am Eucharist Rite II

music, church school & child
s we enter this season of celebration I’m struck by how fortu- With
care. Followed by coffee/fellowship
nate I am to be in this place at this time.
Monday
5:30 pm Solemn Evensong (with
By “this place” I’m thinking of more than one thing.
incense)

Firstly, I’m thinking of our faith community – of you. Other than
Rachel, I have no other relatives in this country – you are my family. I feel blessed to share my life with you and that you share your
life with me! I’m especially aware of this because one of the things
about authentic living is a willingness to share life in all of its
richness and challenge. A ‘happy-clappy all-is-always-well’ persona
is simply false – it doesn’t reflect the reality of our lives. Our common recognition that ‘we always have work to do’ is a reminder to
me that we are seeking to be that authentic community that Jesus
commended to us.
I’m also thinking, when I say “this place,” of this island. We are
all so fortunate to live here! Yes, it rains occasionally (!) but who
could wish for a better place to be?! We are blessed with the wonderful variety of natural settings without the incipient encroachment of suburbia – green trees, beautiful plants: a whole cornucopia of blessings!

Tuesday

7:00 pm Quiet Time Meditation
Wednesday

10:00 am

Eucharist and Holy
Unction (Prayers for Healing)

LEADERSHIP
Bert Speir,
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Bill Skubi,
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The Rev. Nigel Taber-Hamilton,
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Kim Jones,

Parish Administrator

David Locke,
Parish Musician

Julie Spangler,

Director of Christian Formation

Anderson
And I’m also thinking, when I say “this place,” of this place in my Rob
Bookkeeper
life. I can’t think of anything I’d rather be doing than what I do –
THE LIGHT
and I plan to keep on doing it for some time, God willing and the
creek don’t rise! There is much joy in community, especially our
Albert Rose
Editor and Graphic Production
community – may it continue!
John Waide

Thank you for sharing yourselves with me!

Associate Editor
©2015 St. Augustine’s-in-the-Woods Episcopal Church. T h i s i s a p u b l i c a t i o n
o f St . Au g u s t i n e’s - i n - t h e -Wo o d s
Ep i s c o p a l C h u r c h , 5 2 1 7 So u t h
Ho n e y m o o n Ba y Ro a d , Fre e l a n d
WA , P O B o x 1 1 Fre e l a n d 9 8 2 4 9
(360)331-4887, email: staugs@
w h i d b e y. c o m

A blessed Easter to you all,
Nigel
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From your Editor
regular stuff

T

he God that gave me life gives me joy.
Without water in the well, there is nothing to draw forth. But when the very
spring that waters the earth is flowing under my
feet, no matter where I reach down, pure sparkling life giving joy pours forth. What we have
deep inside is what rises to the surface, be it fear
or joy. Of course, we aren’t normally walking
directly on the water. There is usually a layer of
earth between us and the elixir, and its thickness
and composition is different in different places.
More often than naught, we have to dig deep
through stones and clay to reach our goals.
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There were a couple of cold springs on my grandfather’s farm that poured forth water directly to the
surface. All one needed, on a hot summer’s day, was
to place your face in the pool – beautiful, life giving,
refreshment. One of the springs provided water for
his house. It had done so for close to 100 years. One
day the family decided to cut the trees around the
spring to accommodate a new house for one of the
grandchildren. Without the water retention qualities
of the forest, the spring ceased to flow and a well of
several hundred feet was required to replace it.
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There are many of God’s gifts that bring me joy: the
beautiful sunrises and sunsets over Whidbey, the
slow and deliberate pace of life of where I live, and
especially the warm and generous hearts of those
close to me in this community of St. Augustine’s.
All of these I treasure and nurture to the utmost of
my abilities. I know how precious and delicate they
are.

Power of Thank You
8:00 O’Clock
Joyfull Noise
Ubuntu2
Mother Earth
Natural Evil Part2
ISIS

May the joy we share overflow,
Albert
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A reminder to our readers: This is an interactive document.
Clicking on any Table of Contents or “continued” entry
will take you to that page. Clicking on any page number
will return you to the Table of Contents.

The Power of

Ashley McConnaughey

T

his is a journey of a single seemingly insignificant act and the powerful lesson it taught me about
the timelessness and power of “Thank You.” How we can never underestimate in what ways
these ripples of connection can manifest in our own and other’s lives.

There is so much advice about thank you notes given to us by columnists, admonitions by etiquette masters, about the “correct” way to send out thank you cards. Time frames, correct verbiage, email or not
email. Is text okay or paper only? (Does anyone actually send snail mail?) All things prompt and appropriate are covered ad infinitum, ending in the pervasive outcry of “Does no one say Thank You anymore?”
For many of us, having passed that magic two day window (or is it 24 hours? 78?) we become mired in our
“thank you guilt”. Another small failure of our day. Doesn’t it snowball from there? We were not on top
of everything like we should be, and subsequently we did not achieve the correct thank you in the correct
time period, so we stuff it away in an assumption that “Well, we’ve missed the chance”. Since, as everyone knows, our delay in sending thank yous will diminish the thanks because it will be the lack of effort
(“thoughtlessness!”, “laziness!”) that will become the message if we send it out so tardily. Or some such
slippery slope we mutter to ourselves. Of trying to juggle our daily schedules, memory, cards, or stamp. Of
merely finding appropriate words. Contrary to our heart’s true feelings of thanks, we so often get caught
in these tides of life.
I’m here to show you it’s never too late. Something I learned from complete strangers during some of the
most desolate moments of my life.
In the spring of 2008, J.R. Lander was the Director of the Youth Christian Formation at St. Augustine’s,
and he’d invited a group of teens to visit as they prepared for a Diocese youth pilgrimage to the Holy
Land. The group came to Whidbey about 10 weeks before their trip; they met with the adult forum and
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youth, then had a planning meeting that afternoon in our old undercroft. A call went out asking if someone would provide lunch for the ten or so kids and their trip chaperones. I volunteered.
It was a simple meal of spaghetti mixed with homemade sauce in a giant pot, with an easy side of garlic
bread and a gallon of apple juice. A nearly effortless, cheap meal, which was really not all that significant.
Or earthshattering or monumental in anyway. I dropped off the food, set out plates and silverware, and
returned when their meeting was done to pick up my pot. My interaction with the group was limited: we
met briefly when I arrived, I said hi, and left them to their work. Even though I’d technically “met” them,
they were strangers.
Within a couple days, I received my first thank you. How nice! A perfectly crafted, handwritten, lovely
thank you from a young man who, I surmised, had obviously been taught perfect manners. I sighed as the
little devil on my shoulder whispered, “Do you have to be a young Christian pilgrim to achieve etiquette
perfection?” And I tried to re-bury the knowledge of every thank you I’ve failed to get out on time. Or
ever.
A second thank you came a couple days after. I think I received three during the two weeks after that
lunch.
A couple months passed. So I was surprised to receive another thank you in late May/early June.
“Thank you for the meal”, I remember it saying. The note went on (I am paraphrasing here): “It’s late. I
am writing this as I pack my bags getting ready for the flight in two days. I don’t know what I will experience in the Holy Land, but I feel so blessed to have this opportunity. Thank you for supporting me in this
pilgrimage. I am so nervous, yet so excited.”
What a moment to have sent a thank you. I remember feeling stunned, and blessed, to have been included in such a detailed, almost emotionally intimate moment. Even now, I am still moved by the idea of a
young person sitting in their bedroom late at night, writing to me on the cusp of a life-changing journey.
My summer of 2008 can be summed up in one word: Hell. Many factors contributed, but most significantly two: 1) Our beloved two year old lab ran off in the mountains of Eastern Washington never to be
seen again; 2) By the end of August, I was experiencing unexplainable tingling in my lips and pain digesting food. By the following spring, I would have to give up my part-time job teaching drama; I would be
unable to sleep horizontally in a bed; I would not be able to effectively think, sleep, or eat. It would be four
nightmarish years of countless doctors, endless appointments, and an unnecessary surgery, before we finally found a specialist who was able to diagnose me with Hyperalgesia: when one’s nervous system becomes
overly, and incomprehensibly, sensitive to any and all stimuli. They have no idea how to fix it. This diagnosis was told to me with the preface, “I read about this in a journal once …”
Thus, it is in this context of personal grief and the onset of a debilitating condition that more thank you
notes arrived. Way beyond the two day mandatory window. Weeks and weeks beyond it. And it so didn’t
matter in the least.
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In late summer I opened the mailbox to find a
postcard with a picture of the Church of the Holy
Sepulcher in Jerusalem.
“Dear Ashley,
I wanted to thank you so much for making us (the
teens going on the pilgrimage to Israel) lunch at St.
Augustine’s! It was really sweet of you to do. This
postcard is from Jerusalem and so far the trip is
fabulous. Thanks again! Sincerely, Fiora”
I remember standing at the side of the road and
smiling. This little present of a postcard. Less than
fifty words. Yet, such a buoyant moment for my
broken heart.
My single, small, insignificant act was being
thanked in ways I had never imagined. And my
own thoughts and contemplations were being
shaped by these missives.

More months passed before I received the final
thank you notes occasioned by that one artless pot
of pasta. At this point, I was battling despair as my
ability to function, and indeed my very self-image
of who I was, was disintegrating in vast, unbearable
swaths each day.
This thank you was from Robyn. The card was one
of those handmade, pretty, crafty cards, and the
inscription inside would do any etiquette advisor
proud, but the card wasn’t all. She explained what
she was enclosing:
“ . . . It was very gracious and hospitable of you
to provide food, especially for a group you didn’t
know! Enclosed I have my thoughts on our trip to
Israel. This way, you can get a more personal look
at something you supported us in! Thanks again, .
. .”

Folded inside was a one page, single spaced letter
I kept the postcard out by the kitchen sink for a few talking about significant moments of their expeweeks after it arrived. Drawn to its vibrant blue sky, riences. It was not personal to me, as it obviously
sun baked stone edifice, and ebullient voice of cheer was created to be given to most of those who had
supported her trip, but it was very personal to her.
I would gaze at it whenever I found my life going
And she was sharing of herself and her experiences
dark.
with me, “ . . . some magnificent and breath taking,
What an unexpected insight into of the power of
others shocking and appalling.”
Thank You. It can be distilled to our most basic
She described testing the limits of her physical
need as human beings: connection.
abilities climbing Mt Masada, and being powerfully
For truly, what was happening had very little to do moved by the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. She
with my meal or the trip to Israel, although that
ruminated at length at how being exposed to both
was quite a boon as part of the thanks. While my
sides of the Israeli/Palestinian conflict felt for her,
act was not exceptional in any way, it connected me the fact both sides feel their cause is right and just,
to their lives, these strangers, and their acknowlyet both were wrong as well. Ultimately feeling she
edgment of that connection in return. Most imcould not chose one people over another, and reportantly, it was the insight how we can transform
fused “to take a side because they both have suffered
lives merely by reaching out, regardless of what the enough.” She also wrote of how some members of
experts say is the correct timing or correct form.
the group (not she) had been on the beach the last
night in Israel, and had witnessed a gang shooting
Spaghetti and a postcard: a life lesson.
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journey of multiple thank yous in many forms, was
powerful enough that I am sharing it with you now,
years later.
Remember how I had to give up teaching back
when I became so ill? Out of the blue this past
Christmas, seven years after my last drama class,
I received a message on Facebook. It was a thank
you from one of my former students who now lives
in the Philippines. He said:
“Hey I’m sure this happens a lot to you. But I just
wanted to say thanks for making my middle school
life really awesome.
The people that I bonded with the most throughout
my entire stay on whidbey island were all in your
classes with me.
that ended in the murder of an innocent woman
bystander. How by not being a witness to the incident, she was able to keep a clear, level head, which
allowed her to comfort and take care of those who
needed it.
Her letter articulated a young student from the
Northwest encountering lessons and insights and
moments of faith which would inform the rest of
her life.

You introduced me to a fun hobby that has made
me a lot of friends over the years and made up the
best time of my middle school life.
You are seriously awesome. Merry Christmas.”
Years later. Not two days, and no stamp.

So, do not worry that you are late. Do not get
caught up in ‘must be sent right away’ and ‘should
say’ and ‘isn’t-it-done-yet?’, because I bear witness
to the truth of that adage, “It’s the Thought that
My simple, inelegant spaghetti had metamorphosed
Counts”. Reach out. Connect. There is still time.
to this thank you so many months later.
Give up the self-flagellation of failing those etiquette
What an astonishing gift.
rules for the calm of knowing that when you have a
moment in the coming week, next month, or even
There I was in such anguish, struggling so hard to
years from now, it is connection that matters.
find a way to cope, when the ripples of connection
- to others, to the world, and to hope - conveyed to
For we never truly know the path our recipient
me this small teal thank you from a stranger with
might be travelling, or the power that a simple,
one of the most profound lessons I have experienced
small act can have in someone’s life.
in my life.
Thank you.
What Robyn’s thoughts of me were, or are, I have
no idea. But her impact on me, indeed this entire
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8:00 o’clock exposed

Mary Vaughan

ave you ever been curious about what goes on early mornings at church with “those people” at
the “other service” - the 8 o’clockers? Well, as one of “them,” I am happy to share.

First of all, a few of us really early birds actually meet for casual cake and coffee BEFORE the
service. (Thanks to Shirley and Bob Erb.) It gives us a special start to the day, since most of us don’t
eat breakfast until after church on Sundays. People wander in and join us as they arrive and Nigel
usually greets us on his way to the Sanctuary. Of course, we also enjoy and participate in the official
Coffee Hour following the service. We are Episcopalians after all.
Since we are fewer in number we usually spread out among the pews, although we generally sit in
the same seat each week. However, if someone takes our “regular” place, we adjust. This can lead
to a prank or two now and then. For instance I placed my name tag and bulletin on my usual seat
when I practiced readings before the service one day. After the service began, I noticed I was actually sitting in one pew ahead. I looked around and people behind me and across the aisle all looked
puzzled. I assumed I had not properly counted to 4 and accepted responsibility for shaking everyone
up. Many weeks later a dear friend (named Isabel Neddow) laughingly confessed to switching my
tag and related her joy at watching everyone react to the minor chaos that ensued.
I am told that on the final day that Father Bill Burnett preached, a special plan had been arranged.
The ladies all wore hats and everyone sat in their regular seats but switched sides of the aisle for a
surprise chuckle, which he thoroughly enjoyed. The final joke was singing “Onward Christian Soldiers” - which was his least favorite hymn.
Most 8 o’clockers represent the older generation and there is logic to that. We have all spent many
years participating in the late services while teaching Sunday School, singing in the choir and raising our children. Most of our Sunday took place at church. Now our children are grown, our singing voices have faded and we wake up early anyway. We are very comfortable with our Rite I service, we can visit together, go out for breakfast and still have most of our Sunday left to enjoy.
Our service is less formal and we sometimes speak out or reply to Nigel - even during a sermon- but
always with love. We actually are like a big family, meeting weekly. Since we are generally older, we
really enjoy having children visit. Nothing brings more smiles than cherubic giggles to our usually
peaceful communion. Most of us are grandparents and great-grandparents.
Another treat is when people join us who have lovely strong singing voices. We only sing one hymn
at the end of the service and some of us struggle a bit with that. I often harmonize because I can’t
sing too high or low. Those around me know that but have not complained to me about it - yet. As I
say, we are usually a congenial and easy-going group.
I hope you have found my description inviting and will consider joining us whenever you feel the
urge to wake up extra early on Sunday mornings. You will be most welcome!
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ANOISE

Joy
Full

Jesus called the children to him and said, “Let the little children come to me.”
When I hear the footsteps of children clambering up the stairs from the undercroft and then see the
children excitedly entering the nave to join in the Eucharist, I am reminded that we are a vibrant
multi-generational Christian community. The children are adding to the Eucharist “a joyful noise
unto the Lord.” The noise and activity of “kids being kids” is to be celebrated and welcomed. Noise
to be thankful for. Noise that adds to the sacredness of Eucharist.
Observations from a Godly Play Storyteller
Dick Hall
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from our Junior Warden/ Bill Skubi
The season of new life

N

ow that it is finally spring and Easter is near at hand I recall a beautiful
sunny Sunday in mid March when the
urge to enjoy the first cook out of the New Year
proved irresistible;a gathering of Jan and I and
two neighbor couples in a ritual dispelling of
Winter.

At this time John is not in the best of health,
and I can tell the ravages of his disease are
not made easier by their current lack of strong
church home.

Secondly there was the sharing of food, some
of it cooked over coals, some of it straight from
Costco. But mostly in the effort and the sharing
of a fireside meal there was deep fellowship. You
may have guessed that one couples joining Jan
and I were Kim and Joe, the others were our
neighbors of 30 years John and Carolyn.

As your junior warden I want you to know I am
motivated to work with each and every one of
you to bring us to this place of joy in the discerning and the doing of God’s will. Let’s all put
winter behind us and work together to rebuild a
fellowship in Christ where we won’t hesitate to
invite our friends to worship with us.

Throughout the years we have been close friends
and fellow sojourners on the Way of Jesus our
Savior. We have shared churches, child care,
music and books, sickness and health. We have
shared over the years so many, many campfires.

Walking down the King’s highway.

Their campfire talk was earnest and heartfelt
about searching the Internet that Sunday morning for spiritual food. We have invited them to
First there was the effort, the soddeness of winter St. Augustine’s in the Woods many times in the
even on that bright Sunday afternoon did not
past. How we longed to be able to say that day,
want to give way without a struggle. And so each come to our church: you will find peace, you
of us in turn tried our hand at coaxing the smol- will find spiritual nourishment, you will find the
dering twigs alight until finally, just about when pastoral care you need at this difficult time in
it was time to leave the circle, we finally had a
your life, you will find the joy of the Lord maniwarm and cheery blaze.
fest in our congregation.

Bill
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Carole Hansen

THE BEAUTIFUL CORNER

This Pantocrator-type icon is a wonderful illustration of the frequently ardent relationships between an icon and its beholder
. . .These pictures show only the head and neck of Christ with
stern, piercing eyes focused on the viewer, as though to move
the faithful to understanding and repentance for sins.
Icons: the Fascination and the Reality, Konrad Onasch &
Annemarie Schnieper, p. 130

Спас Ярое Око

Красный Уголок

T

hroughout Lent we have focused on the presence of Jesus in
scripture and in our lives. This concept has been reinforced
by the presence of the Спас Ярое Око (Savior with the Penetrating Gaze) icon in the sanctuary.

Savior with the
As portals to the spirit of the holy person depicted, icons allow
communication between that spirit and the viewer. This icon gives Penetrating Gaze
the sense of being looked directly in the eyes by Jesus, himself.
Praying with it can radically change the way we look at everything. The image presented here
was painted in Russia in 2006.

In the homes of Russia the East corner of the living area is called the
“Красный Уголок” (krasnee oogalock). In contemporary Russian
this means “the Red Corner.” In ancient Russian it means “the Beautiful Corner.” This is where the family keeps their icons. They venerate
the icons and pray every time they leave the house or return home,
upon rising and retiring, and prior to each meal. Even the most humble abode has a “Beautiful Corner.” In The Light, for the remainder
of this year, we will have this, our “Beautiful Corner.” Here we will
be offered time for a cup of tea and to sit and ponder the things in
our lives which require time and attention. We may find thoughts on
prayer, worship or the spiritual way. Surely we will find an icon here.
This year my Lenten retreat has included readings from two of my favorite sources: Tales of a Magic Monastery by Theophane the Monk and Metropolitan Anthony – Arranged for Daily Reading,
the writings of Metropolitan Anthony of Sourozh. My Lenten discipline is to use this time of retreat
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and reflection to write “The Beautiful Corner” for the coming year, at least the bulk of it, using
these and other sources of wisdom as spring boards.
As happens in any living, growing community, our spiritual home seems to be going through a difficult time. In light of the heightened emotions and temptation to judgment inherent therein, “The
Best Place to Pray” is offered for our spiritual enlightenment.
The Best Place to Pray
I asked an old monk, “How do I get over the habit of judging people?”
He answered, “When I was your age, I was wondering where would be the best place to go to
pray. Well, I asked Jesus that question. His answer was, ‘Why don’t you go into the heart of
my Father?’ So I did. I went into the heart of the Father, and all these years that’s where I’ve
prayed. Now I see everyone as my own child. How can I judge anyone?”
Tales of a Magic Monastery by Theophane the Monk, p. 19
Times of difficulty and conflict are normal in our lives, as individuals and as a community. To work
through these times, we must engage in our common goal as Christians which is professed in our
reverence for the teaching of Jesus regarding the greatest commandment. “You shall love the Lord
your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind. This is the greatest
and first commandment. And a second is like it: You shall love your neighbor as yourself. On these
two commandments hang all the law and the prophets.” Matthew 22: 37 - 40
Anyone can quote scripture. In the Bible, even the devil does so trying to tempt Jesus. The difficulty
for us resides in living that most important teaching. By making certain our awareness is focused
in Christ Jesus so all our thoughts and interactions are filtered through his Way of being. This may
sound unrealistic or seem an overwhelming challenge when viewed in its ultimate, accomplished
form. It is choosing to be aware of one thought, or one exchange with another person, and modifying, governing that one. Then addressing another in the same manner, one piece at a time, until we have woven a new perspective for ourselves which is consistently Christ-centered instead of
self-centered.
Stumbling in this process is inevitable. God knows how often I must forgive myself, and be forgiven, for slipping out of awareness of God. Our lives, our community, even the world, will be changed
for the good if we practice perceiving God in each other, forgiving those who slip momentarily and
forgiving ourselves for our own lapses.
Namaste (I bow to the divine in you.)
Carole Hansen
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A

UBUNTU2

Brian Reid

s I was researching my article on divestment for last month’s Light, I encountered a rich
lode of meanings in the word Ubuntu. It can mean a community population in which individuals empathize and concurrently have a vested interest in its collective prosperity. It “is
a quality we owe each other; we create each other and need to sustain this otherness creation” (Michael Onyebuchi). Judge Colin Lamont of South Africa further expanded the definition of Ubuntu
in several ways. He said Ubuntu is a concept, which “dictates a shift from confrontation to mediation and conciliation…favors the re-establishment of harmony in the relationship between parties
and that such harmony should restore the dignity of the plaintiff without ruining the defendant;
favours restorative rather than retributive justice.”
We have been journeying through our own extended Lent for the past six to seven months. Some of
us have had conflicts over who has power in our congregation, which has divided some of the parish
into camps. Some of us talk amongst ourselves reinforcing our shared beliefs and not listening to
other’s views. We have reacted rather than responded to our shared pain. I have been guilty of all
these acts as well as being the recipient of some of the results of these behaviors. I have been guilty
of forgiving with my mind but not forgiving with my heart.
As we pass through the period of Lent and look toward Easter, I have experienced Ubuntu working in our parish. I have observed people who could not be in the same room sitting together in
the pews during Sunday service. I have seen some return that have been absent from those pews on
Sunday. Ubuntu was operating “in a direction favouring reconciliation rather than estrangement of
disputants,” favoring “encounters of disputants with a view to facilitating being resolved rather than
conflict and victory for the most powerful” (Lamont).
It has been said that joy exists where happiness and suffering meet and intermingle. We have entered on this Lenten journey as a community and are here to support and encourage each other on
that journey. We are entering Holy Week soon, it seems we are making room in our hearts by asking forgiveness of our fellow parishioners. When we remove the grudges and barriers, which divide
us from our hearts, we experience the peace and true joy of Easter.
This parish is the Body of Christ and it heals.
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MOTHER EARTH
Eileen Jackson

A

s a Catholic Child I memorized the Baltimore Catechism; it contained all of the teachings
of the Nicene Creed as a series of questions. One question was, “Why did God make us?”
The answer: “God made us to show forth his goodness and share with us his everlasting
happiness in heaven.” As a child my perception of my life on earth, was shaped by my Catholic
world view. Earth was the place where I earned my right to heaven where real life is lived. In high
school and college, I studied biology; life forms from one-celled amoebas to humans as fascinating
animals, things that could be understood by science.
Most of us hold that view without question. We don’t even realize it. Even those of us who love
creation see it as a thing, the house we live in. We have been raised in a culture that sees the world
as a canvas painted by God for our enjoyment. We do not see it as a community of persons where
we belong, with whom we interact and where we meet God. I believe it was Fr. Thomas Berry who
said, “The universe is not a collection of objects but a community of persons.”
It has taken me years of practice to experience the creatures of the earth around me as members in
the community of persons, rather than a collection of objects. When I do, it changes everything
particularly my relationship to the Divine Mystery because it gives me a way to communicate with
the person of God that is not separate from life on earth, not above it, but in it -- essential to my
one precious life.
When I began to understand the miraculous workings of the human body, one of the most awe
inspiring observations I made is that our bodies evolved the ability to experience empathy and compassion. Through an amazing process that connects the senses, nerves and hormones, we feel love
and not just for our own survival but as part of this community of persons. And we are capable of
acting on those feelings. Isn’t that just about the most amazing miracle? Jesus showed me, showed
us by his life how we should behave as part of this creation capable of loving. Love, love, love. “Love
one another as I have loved you.” “There are two great commandments: Love the lord thy God
with your whole heart and soul and strength and mind, and your neighbor as yourself.” What does
it mean to love God with your whole heart, soul mind and strength? To me it means that I am
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called to take care of that community of persons that are near and dear. How else can we really love
God if not by loving the community of persons with our bodies, our whole heart and soul and our
minds, in relation to those with whom we live and move and have our being.
To include the earth around us not as the thing God created but as members in a community of
persons means that they respond to us as we respond to them. It means that we see them as individuals with their own intelligence speaking to us and listening to us. I have begun to meditate on
the intelligence of trees, in which the intelligence is dispersed throughout the tree in the nuclei of
the cells of the tree as compared with the intelligence of a mammal where the intelligence rests in a
central brain.
I sense the intelligence of the tree communicating, swaying with the wind, with the rain; when she
feels the rain coming she turn her leaves upward to catch it. One luscious spring day a huge mulberry bush in full flower sang to my heart, I felt the sheer openness of this tree in love with life waiting
for bees. How does a tree feel Love?
April is when we celebrate Our Mother Earth. She needs us to see her as the community of persons
that she is. From this vantage point it seems clear that we must clean up our own mess instead of
believing that God is going to part the waters, or work a miracle and turn back the horror of climate
change. If we are going to save this earth we must save it ourselves. How? Through life-affirming
compassionate action. In my view this is what Jesus meant when he said, “I am the resurrection and
the life. The one who believes in me will live, even though they die.”
So, for our sake and for the sake of our future as a faith community, as an island community and
as the living community we call Mother Earth, I invite you, to take this as a spiritual practice: to
choose the most life-affirming compassionate option whenever you have a choice to make. Do this
every day and you will be answering the call in every way possible for the good of the community of
persons that we love so dearly. This practice brings me great joy, harmony and peace and my fervent
prayer is that it will do the same for you.

Mulberry Blossom
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The Beauty of God’s Creation; Our Legacy

photo by Bonnie Liberty, September 2014

Mount Rainier, Washington

Oh, these vast, calm, measureless mountain days, inciting at once to work
and rest! Days in whose light everything seems equally divine, opening a
thousand windows to show us God. Nevermore, however weary, should
one faint by the way who gains the blessings of one mountain day;
whatever his fate, long life, short life, stormy or calm, he is rich forever.
John Muir (1911)
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Heart, Hands and Feet: Living Our Baptismal Promises
Adult Faith Formation Offering for Eastertide, 2015

T

hese sessions will be held on Friday mornings, April 17 - May 8, 10:00 - 11:30 am, complete
with bagels, etc., in Campbell Hall.

The idea behind this set of guided conversations is to invite a deeper look at what the Creed(s)/Baptismal Covenant mean as we live them out. The additional “vows” that follow the Creed on pp 304305 of the Prayer Book offer us a somewhat unique and life-giving way of moving from (what may
seem to be) a reading of faith with the head and here a calling into a practice of faith that engages
the heart, the hands and the feet.
Each session will draw upon the rich resources of the Book of Common Prayer, Enriching Our
Worship, The (many) Hymnals of the Episcopal Church, Scripture, especially as we find it in the
Daily and Eucharistic Lectionaries. We will pray, sing, reflect and hear each others’ understandings
and experiences of what it means to... live out this Christian Faith, “with God’s help.” Each session
will be guided by a different presenter and we will use a format for conversation that is designed
to hear from as many people as possible. We do this so that we might grow in our our grasp of the
Good News of Jesus.
Please join us. For more information, please contact Teresa Di Biase.
The presenters and programs are:
April 17 - Frank Shirbroun Apostle’s Teaching And Fellowship
April 24 - Teresa Di Biase Resisting Evil
May 1 - Kathryn Rickert Proclaim By Word And Example
May 8 - Tom Johnson and Nigel Taber-Hamilton Seek And Serve Christ In All Persons, Strive
For Justice And Peace
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EARTH A NEW WILD

I

n honor of Whidbey Island’s Earth Ocean Month and in celebration of Earth Day, the parish
Greening Committee will present a five-part environmental series as part of our Sunday Adult
Forum program. This series will begin on Sunday 26 April and end on Sunday 24 May. It features the exciting, new, and critically acclaimed PBS special film titled “Earth-A New Wild.” The
narrator is Dr. M. Sanjayan, a world renown biologist and conservationist. The film takes us on a
whirlwind tour of the planet, but focuses on the changing, interdependent relationship between
wildlife and humans. By virtually traveling across five continents from China, to Africa, to the Amazon, to Lapland, and to Canada we will bear witness to how the future of humans is inextricably
tied to every living thing on this planet. John Muir had it right all along. Each forum session will
begin with a Creation prayer, and there will be a Q & A period after the end of each film episode.
Please join us for an eye opening and illuminating series.
Ted Brookes Chairman, Greening Committee

Earth-Ocean Month Pub Talks

A

s part of Whidbey Island’s annual celebration of Earth-Ocean Month, there will be a series
of pub talks. One in particular should be of interest to the congregation. It is titled “Is God
Green-A Conversation About Faith & the Environment.” Elizabeth Guss from St. Hubert’s Greening Group will facilitate a conversation about how belief in the Great Mystery (that many call God)
influences our view of the created world where we live. What does it mean to steward the Earth?
What responsibility do we have to care for the environment? For a lively discussion, please join us at
Bloom’s Wine Tasting Room in the Bayview Cash Store at 5:30PM on Thursday 16 April.
Ted Brookes Chairman, Greening Committee
For additional information about community events surrounding Earth Day and Earth-Ocean Month, click on the following link and check out the poster on page 20.

http://www.whidbeyearthday.org
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WORK Wednesday, April 1
Blackberry Pull, Hammons Preserve, Clinton
PARTIES Tuesday, April 7

Scotch Broom Extravaganza, Saratoga Woods
Saturday, April 18
Scotch Broom Removal, Double Bluff Beach
1–4 pm. Sponsor: Island County Noxious
Weed Program. janet.stein@wsu.edu

Sunday, April 26
9:15 – 10:15 am

Saturday, April 18
Friends of SW State Park Partner Work Party
Friday, April 24
Blackberry Pull, Crockett Lake, Coupeville
Unless otherwise noted, 9 am – 12 noon.
Sponsor: Whidbey Camano Land Trust.
Sign-up at www.wclt.org
Visit
whidbeyearthday.org
for full details!

ACT • DENY • ADAPT
Responses to Climate Change

Environmental Forum on
PBS’s Earth: A New Wild
Every Sunday through May 26.
St. Augustine in-the-Woods
More info: tbrookes@whidbey.com

Saturday, April 25, 1 – 6 pm

Friday, April 17 – May 31
Exhibit showcasing recent research on climate change,
Tuesday, April 14 through
responses to the looming crisis, and solutions to
Wednesday, April 22
decrease carbon emissions. Bayview Cash Store.
Nine Days of Prayer to Honor Creation
Each day’s reflection and meditation
focuses on Whidbey Island.

EARTH DAY FESTIVAL

Visit whidbeyearthday.org for information
on how to pick up or download a copy.
Presented by Greening Congregations.

at Greenbank Farm

Featuring keynote by Kristin Ohlson,
author of The Soil Will Save Us.
Also, the 9th annual community
peace picture, kids’ activities
with Audubon and the SWHS
Green Team, walking tours, solar
farm tours, and networking displays. Followed by community
dance with PETE.
www.greenbankfarm.biz

Thursday, April 16, 5:30 pm
Science While Sipping
Is God Green? A Conversation
about Faith and the Environment
with Elizabeth Guss
Blooms Winery Tasting Room
Bayview Cash Store
For more details:
www.whidbeyearthday.org

Wednesday, April 22

Saturday, April 18
11 am – 5 pm

EARTH DAY

Welcome the Whales Festival

7:30 – 11:30 am

South Whidbey High School Program

1:30 pm: Parade (downtown Langley)

12 noon – 3 pm

Wetland Wednesday at Freeland wetlands
www.whidbeywatersheds.org

UUCWI

1 – 3 pm

Vegan Earth Day Community Potluck
Contact: marnie@whidbeyinstitute.org

7 pm

Making Polluters Pay: The Carbon
Tax Option, with Yoram Bauman.
www.uucwi.org

IN OAK HARBOR

12 noon – 6:30 pm

Earth & Ocean
Appreciation Week

3:00 pm: Talk by JamesSumich, author of E. robustus:
The Biology and Human History of Gray Whales.
visit www.orcanetwork.org for complete details.

Sunday, April 13, 1 - 5 pm
Tuesday, April 21, 7 pm

Field Trip: Birds and Marine Mammals

Too Much Love? Is Feeding Deer and other
meet Doing
in OakMore
Harbor;
various
Wildlife
Harm
Thanlocations
Good?
Led by Steve Ellis, Whidbey Audubon Society
with Ruth Milner
Monday, April 20
At the Coupeville Rec Hall.
Our Shared Responsibility: The Totem
Info at: pacificriminstitute.org
Pole Journey 2014 with Lummi Nation
members Freddi Lane & carver Jewel James
Friday, April 24, 4 – 6 pm
All events at 7 pm
www.uucwi.org

Wednesday, April 22
Economist, comedian, and author Yoram Bauman, Ph.D.
on Making Polluters Pay: The Carbon Tax Option

Science While Sipping
Septic Systems: What HomeOwners Need to Know
with Maribeth Crandell

Keynote with Steve Rothboeck, workshops, more
Friday, April 24
at Skagit Valley College
The Climate Monologues, a one-woman musical with Sharon Abreau.
Whidbey. Contact:
Whidbey’s 2015 Earth and Ocean Month is organized by representatives from: Citizens Climate Lobby–
rocco.strain@
Whidbey Chapter • Goosefoot • Greenbank Farm • Service, Education & Adventure (SEA) •
skagit.edu
South WhibeyTilth • Whidbey ECO Network and all of the good folks mentioned above!

our media partners:

Skagit Farmers Supply/Country Store
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Bayleaf, 101 NW
Coveland St,
Coupeville

Ted Brookes Presents

Adult Forums: April

I

can’t guarantee that our predictable, ubiquitous April showers will bring those flowers that
bloom in May. Ironically, due to our mild winter, the plants, including lots of grass and moss,
are already jumping out of the ground. I can however, with a certain degree of confidence, guarantee that the Sunday adult forums for this month will be enlightening and inspiring-something for
everyone in the congregation. Easter takes the spotlight for the first Sunday in the month followed
by a continuation of our series on the “History of Christianity in the Reformation Era,” with a focus
on Catholic renewal in the 16th century. The third Sunday features the Rev. Carla Robinson, who
will tell about her fascinating journey as the first transgender priest in the Episcopal Church. Finally, we’ll begin the first of a 5-part environmental series titled “Earth-A New Wild.” This highly
acclaimed PBS documentary will take us all over the world, showing us how humans are forming a
new partnership with wildlife to preserve endangered species for everyone’s benefit. This partnership
is enduring despite ever decreasing habitat, exploding human population, and depleted food sources.
Specific firm dates, subject matter, and presenters or hosts are noted below:
5 April - Easter Sunday. No forum is scheduled.
12 April - Catholic Renewal & Reform in Italy. Why is it useful to distinguish between Catholic Reform
and Counter-Reformation? What do seminal events such as the founding of the Jesuits and moves toward a
general council tell us about the Church in the 1530s and 40s? Ted Brookes presents.
19 April - Death & Resurrection: One woman’s Story. Rev. Carla Robinson, Director of Children’s Formation at the Church of the Ascension in Seattle, will discuss her journey as the first transgender woman to be
ordained as an Episcopal priest. Carla has gained national respect and well deserved admiration for her courage
and inspiring life story. After her presentation, Carla will entertain questions and answers. Ron St. George will
host.
26 April - Earth-A New Wild (Home). This is the first episode in our 5-part environmental series. We will
travel with Dr. M. Senjayan, a world renown conservationist and biologist, across five continents take a fresh
look at how humans can live alongside big animals like pandas, tigers, and chimps. We’ll see China’s Giant
Panda breeding program and how scientists are reintroducing them into the wild. In Africa, humans are
building wooded corridors through human settlements to allow Chimpanzees access to other chimp populations. Man-eating tigers in Bangladesh are protecting mangrove forests through an ecology of fear. In India,
a rebounding vulture population is helping to prevent deadly diseases in humans. This is the new wild where
humans and wildlife are increasingly interdependent. Ted Brookes presents.
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Part 2

The“Problem”of Natural Evil

by Joseph K. Sheldon, Ph.D. -- 28 September 2014

In the March issue of The Light we presented Natural Evil from a scientific point of view: what are
the natural processes of the created order that play out in the event of disastrous events like fires,
earthquakes, floods and tornadoes. The concept that death and destruction is bad, or evil is a theological matter. This month we will take a look at how we see our frailty in light of these issues.
Albert Rose, editor

Theologians Respond
As pointed out above, the traditional theological explanation for natural evil has been to ascribe it to
the results of the fall. Prior to the fall, it is assumed that there was no death, disease, or other global
physical events that would have disturbed the “perfect” life of Eden. The difficulty with these views
is that they fly in the face of virtually all evidence when one seriously looks at creation. Indeed few
Christians working in the sciences both in Christian academia and outside are able to reconcile this
theological position with the evidence of creation. And when one carefully examines the strength
of the Biblical references upon which the theology is based, one is hardly convinced. Both the Genesis 3:17-18 reference to the ground being cursed and Romans 8:20 to creation being subjected to
futility is more easily understood as the post-fall moral failure of the steward to properly serve (abad7
Genesis 2:15) the garden, not an intrusive structural/functional change in creation. The impact
of sinful humanity’s failure to “tend the garden” has resulted in massive loss of top soil and loss of
natural fertility. Creation was indeed subjected to futility when the steward could no longer lovingly serve the garden and maintain creation’s fruitfulness because of the broken relationship with
their Lord and God. Other examples of humanity’s impact on creation flowing from this broken
relationship are described below. To jump to the conclusion that Genesis 3:17-18 and Romans 8:20
necessarily refers to an alteration in the structural/functional nature of creation and not just to the
failure of the steward to carry out the steward’s God-given role, reminds one of the assumption of
the Amish example cited above related to a flat Earth and the Galileo affair based on the mistaken
scriptural interpretation of the Catholic church that Earth is the center of the solar system.
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An alternative position assumes that “natural
evil” has long been part of creation. Theologians
Thomas F. Johnson8, Timothy Keller9, N.T.
Wright10, and Jonathan R. Wilson11 hold this
view. Both Johnson (personal communication)
and Keller view the early creation “darkness”
as a reference to possible evil and the presence
of Satan. Keller further develops this position
in a recent white paper written for the BioLogos Foundation titled Creation, Evolution, and
Christian Laypeople. On page 11-12 of his
paper, Keller states that
…how could there have been suffering
and death before the fall? Some answer
may be in the second verse of the Bible,
where we are told that ‘the earth was
without form’ and was filled with darkness and chaos. Most traditional interpreters believe that God initially made
the world in this ‘formless state’ and then
proceeded to subdue the disorder through
the creative process of separation, elaboration, and development depicted in
Genesis 1. However, even this traditional
interpretation means that there was not
perfect order and peace in creation from
the first moment. Also Satan seems to
have been present in the world before the
Fall. What makes us think that Satan
and demons were not in the world before
the moment the serpent appears? One of
the biggest unanswered (and unanswerable) theological questions is – what was
Satan doing there? By definition, if Satan
was somewhere in the world, it was not all
a perfect place….

the world had known, because no one had
ever been in the image of God. Human
beings became, at the same time, capable
of far greater and far worse things than
any other creatures. We now die eternally when we die physically. And since we
are now alienated from God, the world is
under the power of the forces of darkness
in a way that would not have occurred
without the fall. The physical world now
‘groans’ under disintegration because human beings have failed to be God’s stewards of creation. Greater ‘natural evil’
is combined with human, moral evil to
create a dark, chaotic world indeed. The
world will finally be renewed, and become
all it was designed to be (Romans 8:1923), only when we finally become all we
should be through the work of the Second
Adam (1 Cor. 15:42-45).
The difficulty with these views is the failure to
include the essential life-giving and maintaining
qualities – the engine of life that sustains all creation -- as part of God’s very good creation and
attributes what is often seen as “natural evil” to
the work of Satan. Granted, a “perfect” creation
and a “very good” creation may not be identical.
But can one understand a loving and life-giving
God, who is Life Himself, allowing by creative
action His “very good” creation to include “natural evil”? N.T. Wright and Jonathan R Wilson
support that position. According to Wright,
…What matters is eschatological duality
(the present age and the age to come), not
ontological dualism (an evil “earth” and a
good “heaven”). P. 95

The result of the Fall, however, was ‘spiritual death,’ something that no being in

Evil then consists not in being created
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but in the rebellious idolatry by which
humans worship and honor elements of
the natural world rather than the God
who made them. The result is that the
cosmos is out of joint. Instead of humans
being God’s wise vice-regents over creation, they ignore the creator and try to
worship something less demanding, something that will give them a short-term fix
of power or pleasure. The result is that
death, which was always part of the natural transience of the good creation, gains a
second dimension, which the Bible sometimes calls “spiritual death.” In Genesis,
and indeed for much of the Old Testament, the controlling image for death is
exile. Adam and eve were told that they
would die on the day they ate the fruit;
what actually happened was that they

ness seems to become entangled with the
transience and decay necessary within the
good-but-incomplete creation so that what
we perhaps misleadingly call natural evil
can be seen as, among other things, the
advance signs of that final “shaking” of
heaven and earth that the prophets understood to be necessary if God’s eventual
new world was to be born (p. 95).
Wilson approaches the question with slightly
different words that effectively link the doctrines
of creation and redemption with the original
purpose and plan of God in creation. Wilson
states on page 118-119:
In the history of theology, we have typically interpreted the present rule of these
forces [what Wilson previously referred
to as these “anticreation pseudopowers”],
especially identified as sin and death, as the
result of the fall from the perfection of the
original creation. This teaching produces
many different tangles for theology. A
different understanding of the source and
nature of sin and death, one that is teleological in its logic, enables us to avoid or
dissolve many of these tangled knots.
One key to understanding our present
situation and God’s work of redemption
and creation that “ends” in the new creation is to understand that sin and death
are not the result of the fall away from an
original perfection. Rather, sin and death
are the consequence and evidence of the
turn away from, resistance to, and rebellion
against the telos [purpose] of creation. In
other words, the fall is a rejection of God’s
purpose for life. It is best understood not
as a corruption of the original but as the

Michelangelo from the Sistine Chapel in Rome

were expelled from the garden. Turning
away from the worship of the living God
is turning toward that which has no life
in itself. Worship that which is transient and it can only give you death. But
when you do commit that idolatry, evil
is unleashed into the world, setting off
chain reactions with incalculable consequences. Mysteriously, this out-of-joint-
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disruption and deflection of the completion of creation in eternal life, which is the
new creation. One way of expressing this
is to say that in the beginning creation was
teleologically perfect, not originally perfect.
In other words, God made the cosmos
perfectly suited for the fulfillment of its
purpose in Jesus Christ. This is not a proclamation of the imperfection of creation
but a recasting of what “the perfection of
creation” means.
In this view, God created precisely the cosmos that God intended to create, a cosmos
that would by God’s work become the new
creation by virtue of God’s love for the cosmos and the cosmic response to God’s love.
In this view, if we had not turned from the
telos of creation, God would have brought
about the new creation by the incarnation of God the Son and the perfection of
creation in God’s life. But the death of the
Son of God would have been unnecessary.
The telos of creation would have simply
been worked out in an unbroken relationship with the one Creator – Father, Son
and Spirit. In this case, we would not have
to recognize and maintain “the dialectic
of the kingdom” in creation and redemption. Rather, the work of creation would
have been completed by the assumption
of creation by the incarnation of God the
Son so that we would also share in the life
of the Father and the Spirit. In this particular economy of creation, the roles of
the Father, the Son and the Spirit would
have been differentiated roles as they are
in redemption. However, creation would
not be redeemed or “restored,” but rather
completed.

So where should we turn now as we move toward a conclusion for this paper? Where should
we place the issue of natural evil on the scale
from absolute to question? I expect answers will
vary. Based on the ESV criteria of Essentials vs.
Peripheral Doctrine, it would seem, based on the
seven considerations that the source of natural
evil would at best be categorized as opinion or
question. A strong argument could be made
that it fails to be considered doctrine at all because of the scant to arguably missing direct/
clear reference to the subject in Scripture. Some
individuals, however, continue to have strong
convictions base on long-held views.
Although the cause of “natural evil” continues to
be debated among theologians, the implications
to creation stewardship are highly significant.
Those holding the views that creation’s structure/
function was altered by the fall – or those who
view natural evil as the dirty work of Satan –
may see creation stewardship as a futile effort
(at worst), as relatively non-essential, or an act
of dominion requiring that the “wild” or “fallen
nature” be driven out of God’s good creation. If
creation’s very goodness has been despoiled by
human sin or altered by the hand of Satan, the
role of humanity is to take back control. The
vision is to tame the wilderness and convert it
back into a garden – reminiscent of Eden. The
ESV Study Bible in the section on “Biblical Ethics: Stewardship” states:
The responsibility to be stewards of God’s
creation does not mean that humans have
a right to abuse or destroy His material
creation, for wisdom dictates that they
should take appropriate steps to protect
this gift of God from unwarranted defilement and inappropriate use. Nor does
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et al 13 report in Defaunation in the Anthropocene that human impact has been responsible
for nearly all of the 322 documented terrestrial
vertebrate species extinctions since the year
1500. Another article titled The Empty Forest14
shows the impact of illegal subsistence hunting
in a Borneo national park where most of the
larger animals and birds have been eliminated.
Many of these keystone species distribute seeds,
pollinate flowers, and regulate in other ways the
It is noteworthy that a research study by Kelfunctionality of the ecosystem. In some cases
lert and Berry12 found that the more frequently
the full impact will not be seen for hundreds
Americans attend religious services, the less they
of years when the last individual trees die that
know about environmental issues and the more
depended on the extinct vertebrate species for
“dominionistic” are their attitudes and actions
their seed distribution or pollination. The same
toward animals. Although it is a broad generstory echoes from ecosystems across Asia, Afalization with many exceptions, it is likely that
rica, and South America. The cascading effect
the more frequently Americans attend religious
of such defaunation is further described in the
services, the more conservative are their religious
Dirzo article cited above. The impact of the unviews, and it is this group where a majority likely
ravelling of the basic structure and function of
support the view that human sin impacted not
ecosystems also threatens the ecosystem services
only human actions, but also the very fabric of
that humanity takes for granted – the provision
creation and that this evil (wild) must be driven
of clean water, carbon cycling, quality soils, and
out of God’s good creation. This view argues
the plants that humanity depends on.
against the establishment of wilderness areas,
biological reserves (both marine and terrestrial)
However it does not require the total extinction
and other large protected areas where the goal
of a species for these impacts to occur. A much
is to let nature be nature with minimal human
larger number of species that are not yet physintervention. The underlying assumption is that ically extinct have populations that have decreation cannot function as God intended with- creased to the point that their ecological role in
out human “dominion.”
the ecosystem is muted or negligible. They are
considered to be “ecologically extinct.” Because
A recent examination of the effect of this huof humanity’s global negative impact on Earth’s
man impact on the vertebrate species of creation
species, ecosystems, atmosphere, and surface
is the focus of the 25 July, 2014 special issue of
structure, the scientific community has proposed
Science, the flagship publication of the Amerithat Earth has now entered a new geologic era
can Association for the Advancement of Science,
known as the Anthropocene. It is an era marked
titled “Vanishing Fauna.” Contrary to the view
by geological and ecological evidence of the
than human “dominion” is essential for mainbroad scars of humanity across the face of the
taining the fruitfulness of God’s creation, Dirzo,
Earth. It includes the wholesale modification of
stewardship mean that people are to
ignore God’s material creation, either
through passive neglect or through a
philosophical decision to leave nature
in its ‘natural state.’ After the fall, ‘the
creation was subjected to futility’…. Wise
stewardship involves active steps to ‘subdue’ and ‘have dominion over such factors….” (p. 2559 [bold mine]).
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ecosystems, human generated climate change,
escalating environmentally-linked cancer rates,
mercury contaminated global fisheries, global-scale contamination of both water and atmosphere, and the massive loss of our agricultural
soils. It is now recognized that Earth has entered
a global extinction episode due to human impact. The story of Noah obediently responding
to God’s instructions and Noah preserving all
of God’s creatures – a story that we celebrate in
our Sunday school classrooms is rarely heard in
the sanctuaries of most churches today. God’s

instructions to Adam to abad (to serve) and to
shamar (keep or preserve) the Earthly garden’s
integrity (Genesis 2:15) has been forgotten. It
is much easier and more comfortable to live as
citizens of the world rather than citizens of the
Kingdom of God today!
The belief expressed above that Earth needs
human “dominion” to be all that God intended
it to be is indeed true -- stewards exercising their
“dominion” as an act of loving service to their
creator-Lord, with a full understanding of the
nature, structure, and function of the gift they
are caring for. When Romans 8:19-21 states
that “… creation waits with eager longing for the
revealing of the sons of God … in hope that the
creation itself will be set free from its bondage to
corruption and obtain the freedom of the glory
of the children of God” (ESV), it is clear that

this hope looks to the stewardship of the “sons of
God.” Who are these children (both male and
female) that creation is standing on “tip toes”
in anticipation of their loving stewardly service?
Romans 8:14 identifies the sons of God as those
who are led by the Spirit of God.
But where are these stewards today? When I
look at my neighborhood and the large island
where I live, it is not the local churches and
their members that are speaking for and acting
on behalf of the local creation. It is the Beach
Watchers, the local Audubon chapter, and other
creation-focused secular organizations that are
responding to creation’s groaning voice. If God
has called His people to tend the garden, where
are they? And why have others, who often consider themselves unbelievers, responded to the
call? These are folks who have a deep love for
creation, but have not personally met the Creator. Perhaps they are responding to creation’s
testimony (Psalm 19: 1-2, Romans 1:20). Or
perhaps God has summoned them as he did
when He directed Cyrus, the pagan king of Persia, to facilitate the re-building of God’s temple
in Jerusalem. Whatever the reason, it provides
an open door for local churches to partner with
them and in the process, introduce them to the
One responsible for creation that they now serve.
Indeed there is a significant voice emerging from
the Church. An early (pre-1992) review can be
found in my book, Rediscovery of Creation: A
Bibliographical Study of the Church’s Response
to the Environmental Crisis15. More recently,
among the many books and faith-based articles,
key contributions have been made by theologians16. In addition, most major denominations
have produced strong position statements on creation care (check your own denomination to see
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what is available). Also the National Association
of Evangelicals has produced a 56 page booklet
describing climate change and its impact on the
poor. It is available at the following web site:
www.nae.net/lovingtheleastofthese. The NAE
also has a position statement on creation care
with accompanying links found at: http://www.
nae.net/government-relations/for-the-health-ofthe-nation/creation-care. The Third Lausanne
Congress on World Evangelization (2010) in
Cape Town with over 4200 representatives
from most Protestant denominations produced
a strong statement on creation care available at:
http://www.lausanne.org/en/documents/ctcommitment.html -- see Part I:7 – We Love God’s
World. However, even though many denominations have strong statements on creation care,
the majority of Christians have yet to hear a
sermon from their own pastor that focuses on
this critical aspect of stewardship.

when one considers the structure and function
of the created order that was declared by its
Creator to be very good. Through this created
order, all of Earthly creation is constantly sustained through the recycling of materials between the living and non-living components of
ecosystems. Soils emerge from glacial ice sheets,
volcanoes, mountain building, and erosion. The
gaseous balance of the atmosphere fluxes dynamically with Earth’s cycles to provide a cradle
for life. Species remain fruitful in response to
their blessing to fill the Earth and in this capacity their populations are regulated by density
dependent and density independent factors that
maintain populations within the limits of their
ecosystem carrying capacity.

Yet even here, questions remain. Some aspects
of “natural evil” are not easily categorized as elements that contribute to the on-going structure
or function of God’s good world. My wife has
Creation’s true hope rests in humanity bowing
multiple sclerosis; a close friend and gifted artist
on bended knee in submission to and recogniis struggling with hereditary progressive quadtion of Christ Jesus as their Lord and Savior.
riplegia; my Downs syndrome brother died of
Then and only then will today’s Adam and Eve
leukemia at three years old. Each one of us can
(representing all humanity) understand and be
produce a similar list of unexplained conditions
capable of the stewardship role given to God’s
and situations that seem difficult to attribute to
image bearer to be carried out by their obedient the goodness of God’s creation. They serve no
loving response to the Spirit’s leading.
apparent function and lead to misery and often
to an early death. Why, Lord? we ask. Is there a
The third theological position is that creation’s
purpose in our suffering? Here again Scripture
perfection remains – a creation whose structure
provides no clear answer. The Old Testament
and function was neither altered in Eden nor
speaks of the impact of sins of a father being
despoiled by Satan appears the most true to
passed on to his children to the third and the
Scripture when one engages the full gospel. It is
fourth generation (Num. 14: 18). When Jesus
both elegant and powerful as it presents God not
healed a man born blind, the Jews questioned
only as Creator, but also the one who continues
Him whether the man’s blindness was due to his
to hold creation in the palm of His hand (Psalm
sins or those of his father. Jesus responded that
104, Job 38-41, Col. 1:15-17). It is a creation
his blindness was not due to sin, but rather “that
from inception to completion that makes sense
the works of God might be displayed in him.”
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John 9:3 (ESV). Paul mentions an illness that
he had had to deal with (Gal. 4:13) and states
in 2 Cor. 12:7-9 that “…a thorn was given me
in the flesh, a messenger of Satan to harass me,
to keep me from becoming conceited. Three
times I pleaded with the Lord about this, that it
should leave me. But he said to me ‘My grace is
sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect
in weakness.’” ESV
It is indeed hard not to have an answer. Living
in mystery with unanswered questions is not
comfortable. It is easy to quickly pass the blame
for “bad things” not directly due to human moral evil to sin and/or to Satan. Yet Scripture tells
us that some answers will not be forthcoming
while we live this side of the New Heaven and
New Earth – “For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face. Now I know in part;
then I shall know fully, even as I have been fully
known.” I Cor 13:12 ESV
As uncomfortable as it is that some key questions remain unanswered, the views of Wright
and Wilson that creation from its original state
to the final teleological completion is the very
good work of God -- Father, Son, and Spirit –
appears to be affirmed by Scripture. Satan did
not, according to this understanding, alter the

original very good creative state. Satan’s insidious presence, as clearly recorded in Scripture,
appeared first in the successful temptation of Eve
and subsequent disruption of the relationship
between God and humanity where Satan continues to act as a tempter. Yet, as God continues
to be and to work today within the dialectic of
creation-redemption, those living today have the
blessed opportunity to follow God’s prompting,
to return their lives to Him, and to participate in
His redemptive ministry within God’s Kingdom
today as we look forward to its consummation in
the kingdom to come.
What will be the dynamic nature of this “new
heaven and Earth” when the lion and lamb lie at
peace, and death indeed ceases — when creation
is transformed from its initial teleological perfection into its final completed perfection? One
can only imagine -- when the Lord returns and
again becomes the fullness of the illuminating
light of the world and the Lord’s Prayer is finally
realized in full:
Our Father in heaven,
Hallowed be your name.
Your kingdom come,
Your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven.
What a day that will be! Come, Lord Jesus!

footnotes
7. The Hebrew word “abad”, frequently translated “till”, is the basic Hebrew work for serve. See
Joshua 24:15 – “…choose this day whom you will serve (abad)…. But as for me and my house, we
will serve (abad) the Lord.” ESV
8. Thomas F. Johnson, Personal Communication
9. Tim Keller. Creation, Evolution, and Christian Laypeople. www.BioLogos.org/projects/
scholar-essays.
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10. N.T. Wright. Surprised by Hope: Rethinking Heaven, the Resurrection, and the Mission of the
Church. Harper-Collins Publishers. 2008.
11. Jonathan R. Wilson. God’s Good World: Reclaiming the Doctrine of Creation. Baker Academic. 2013.
12. Kellert, S. R., and J. K. Berry. Phase III: Knowledge, Affection and Basic Attitudes Toward Animals in American Society. Part of a U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service funded study. 1980
13. Dirzo, Rodolfo et al. Defaunation in the Anthropocene. Science 345(6195): 401-406. 2014
14. Stokstad, Erik. The Empty Forest. Science 345(6195): 397-399. 2014
15. Joseph K. Sheldon. Rediscovery of Creation: A Bibliographical Study of the Church’s Response
to the Environmental Crisis. The American Theological Library Association and The Scarecrow
Press, Inc. 1992. This is No. 29 in the ATLA Bibliography Series.
16. Steven Bouma-Prediger. For the Beauty of the Earth: A Christian Vision for Creation Care.
Baker Academic. 2001; Mark Liederbach and Seth Bible. True North: Christ, The Gospel, and
Creation Care. B & H Publishing Group. 2012; Noah J. Toly and Daniel I. Block, Eds. Keeping
God’s Earth: The Global Environment in Biblical Perspective. InterVarsity Pressw. 2010; Jonathan
R. Wilson. God’s Good World: Reclaiming the Doctrine of Creation. Baker Academic. 2013.
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Mission Sunday Offering April 2015

The Whidbey Giving Circle
Terry Bible

T

he Whidbey Giving Circle, which will receive the parish’s MSO giving for April, is a new
recipient of St. Augustine’s generosity, but it is far from a newcomer to the island’s admirable network of charitable support.

The Giving Circle was founded in 2005 by a group of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender residents of Whidbey Island and their friends and supporters. Its focus is primarily to fund projects
that help LGBT youth, adults and families on Whidbey, including support of other organizations
doing this work such as schools, libraries and social service groups.
Since its founding, the Whidbey Giving Circle has quietly awarded nearly $64,000 in grants to
organizations such as Ryan’s House (helping homeless youth) and Citizens Against Domestic
Abuse (CADA), as well as $33,500 in scholarships to students at the three high schools on the
island. With the Giving Circle’s direct financial support, Gay-Straight Alliance clubs were formed
at the three high schools. Other Giving Circle grant have paid for anti-bullying campaigns in local
schools and helped underwrite the Whidbey Gay Prom for high school students, now in its fourth
year.
With generous support from members of St. Augustine’s-in-the-Woods and others, the Whidbey
Giving Circle will be able to continue its mission to ensure that all residents of Whidbey Island may
live openly, safely and genuinely. Contributions to the Giving Circle are held and managed by the
Pacific Pride Foundation, with all grants and scholarships going only to local students and organizations or projects that directly assist residents of Whidbey Island.
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Episcopal Peace Fellowship

A Christian Response to ISIS

I

SIS is the face of evil. A short list of evil acts committed by ISIS include genocide, violence
directed toward civilians, destruction of places of religious or cultural significance and denial
of fundamental freedoms. How does a Christian committed to nonviolence deal with the evil
forces represented by ISIS?
As members of the Episcopal Peace Fellowship (EPF) we are committed to nonviolence and our
Baptismal affirmation to “strive for justice and peace among all people, and respect the dignity of
every human being.” The EPF commitment pledge states, In loyalty to the teaching and person of Jesus
Christ, my conscience commits me to the way of redemptive love: to pray, study, and work for peace, and
to renounce, as far as possible, participation in war, militarism, and all other forms of violence. As people of the Bible, we also know that “violence begets violence.” What then do we do in response to
the evil instituted by ISIS?
One political pundit, Bill O’Reilly (Fox News), has used the term “holy war” in regard to a response
to ISIS. O’Reilly urged Christian congregations to take action saying, “Americans of faith must demand our federal government to take holy war seriously,” because America is the only country with
the power to lead this fight.
Former National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski offers a different perspective. In a discussion on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe,” Brzezinski stated, “The worst thing we do is to become the sole
combatant against the forces of evil that are operating in that region. We have to avoid any direct
collision with the world of Islam ... The key point I have in mind is that strategically we are not the
chief protagonist in the region, because if we are, we become the inheritor of the colonial era, and
we even become more hated in the region than is the case today.”
Both O’Reilly and Brzezinski speak from a secular perspective, but confronting ISIS also has a
religious component. The Rev. Jim Wallis of the Sojourner’s Community offers a religious perspective that is in accordance with the EPF commitment and our Baptismal affirmations. In his “God’s
Politics” blog, Wallis offers “Five Things to Know About ISIS and the Theology of Evil.”
1. There are no “holy wars.” War is always the result of a failure to resolve human conflicts without
violence. War is a consequence of our sins. Even when theology is used to justify the use of force or
a “just war,” it is still a failed and sinful response to other sins. There is no glory or righteousness in
war ... The beginning of our response to ISIS must be for all our faith traditions, leaders, and members to
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completely reject the concept and language of holy war. ...
2. We must admit that our primarily military response to terrorism since 9/11 has not
worked; it has made things worse. The world and our lives are less secure now because of previously failed military responses. In particular, the war in Iraq, based on false pretenses and carried
out in wrong ways, is a primary cause of ISIS ... American forces permanently occupying the Middle East is not a sustainable strategy for peace but a formula for endless worldwide terrorism.
3. Only new political and economic solutions in the Middle East will finally transform the
current state of affairs. ... A lasting solution will require the often-divided Middle East states
themselves to take responsibility for their own region and for the failures of governance -- together. The United States must only assist them if they take responsibility for reasonable governance. ...
Theologically, sin does beget sin, and accountability is necessary to a more peaceful future.
4. Fundamentalism, in all our faith traditions, is a politicized use of religion based on fear
and power, and it is best defeated from inside, not the outside. ... Religious fundamentalism is
best defeated from within its own tradition. A global alliance between faith leaders and communities
must be built to support responsible and courageous Muslim leaders whose teaching and practice must
ultimately undermine the lethal ISIS fundamentalism. ...
5. Understanding and addressing the roots of terror to build a strategy to defeat it does not
dismiss terror’s evil, barbaric behavior. ... Evil is never justified, but it is also true that terrorism is
always built on grievances -- real and perceived -- that are used to recruit for and perpetuate its ideology and violence. So addressing these grievances and correcting course along the way is essential
to defeating terrorism. Truthfulness, consistency, accountability, and reversing past mistakes are moral
and even religious issues that must be addressed if we are to defeat terrorists like ISIS.
This article was submitted by Dick Hall on behalf of the St. Augustine’s Episcopal Peace Fellowship under our
commitment to pray, study and act. It is based on a February 26, commentary posted by Jim Wallis in his “God’s
Politics” blog. The Sojourners Community is an evangelical faith organization whose mission is “Faith in Action for
Social Justice.” Wallis’ article in its entirety can be found at http://sojo.net/blogs/
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ST. AUGUSTINE’S IN-THEWOODS EPISCOPAL
CHURCH

5217 S. Honeymoon Bay Road
Freeland, WA

All are welcome.

APRIL 19TH 2015
THE REV. CARLA ROBINSON

Preaching at 8am and 10:30am services & special guest
speaker at the Adult Forum at 9:15am.
Carla is a trans-woman who has a remarkable and powerful
testimony to share. She was pushed away from her position
as a Lutheran Pastor (Missouri Synod), and she is now an
ordained Episcopal Priest. The Rev. Robinson currently serves
as Director of Children’s Ministries at Church of the Ascension
(Magnolia – Seattle).

Carla is featured in the film “Out of the Box”. The film can be viewed at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzCANWGsEdc&index=3&list=PL252E27E31B9AEFE6
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For more information:
www.staugustinesepiscopalchurch.org
Facebook.com/Integrity.Whidbey.Island

360-331-4887

INTEGRITY GATHERING APRIL 12 @ 5:30PM Appetizers, wine and assorted beverages followed by a presentation by our very own Mary K Sanford. Mary’s background includes a Master’s
Degree and Ph.D. in anthropology and decades of research and teaching. Mary’s talk is entitled
“Three Skulls and a Handshake”. Mary will share her experiences growing up as the lesbian daughter of activists/professors in the segregated south of the 1960’s, and how this inspired Mary to study
biological variation and create safe spaces for connecting across boundaries as an activist. As a
young person, she was preparing for graduate training in theology until lifelong passions for physical anthropology and archaeology led me to pursue a career in anthropology. Mary will describe
her involvement in the social movements that intersected my life and career, culminating with her
ongoing work toward LGBTQ equality. Please join your friends for an evening of fellowship and
learning.

All are welcome.
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TAOS HABITAT 2015 – October 3-10

Interested? Request a trip brochure outlining the details and cost. Email AnnFruechte@msn.com.

Join the team . . . Experience the JOY.

Work for common goals.

In A Job
Meet the family.

Share with your team.

Well Done
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Appreciate your PALS

VO L U N T E E R

Have fun and make a difference in our community!
Habitat for Humanity needs a few more folks to
step in and help the Freeland Store expand its
hours of operation. Make an outreach opportunity
into a social event, or pick a task that fits your
St. Augustine’s-in-the-Woods
own personal time and talents! The Habitat
Recycles!
Store specifically needs two or three folks to help
The empty inkjet cartridges that we usually throw prep items and rearrange the floor on Mondays.
away as trash can be recycled and remanufactured.
Also, a team of two would be helpful in receiving
Bring those empty cartridges to church and put
donations am or pm on Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
them in one of our collection boxes.
or Saturdays. If you would enjoy being a cashier,
there is a need on Thursday afternoon or Friday
St. Augustine’s youth programs get paid up to
mornings. Or if you like to get out and see the
$4.00 for each empty inkjet cartridge that has
a print head, regardless of the brand or type. sights, there is a need for a helper to go out on the
truck on Thursday, Friday and Saturdays. Do you
Remember: Put the cartridge in the original have a skill that you would like to share such as
box that you would have thrown away after woodworking, knowledge of hardware or electrical
it has been replaced to keep it safe from
repair? Let Habitat for Humanity know of your
damages and spills, or a Ziploc bag.
interest and call 331-6272 today!

St. Augustine’s is a GREENING
congregation!

Look for the aluminum foil covered box in
the Fireside Room

Thank You!

The Habitat for Humanity Store in Freeland is
expanding its retail hours and is in great need of
additional volunteer helpers! Make an outreach
opportunity into a social event and team up
together, or pick an opportunity that meets your
own schedule, time and talents. Volunteers are
needed to assist the drivers doing pick-ups, as
cashiers, in donation receiving, and for prepping
items and floor rearrangement. For more
information call 331-6272 today!
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Harlequin Duck at Libbey Beach

photo by Albert Rose, March 2014

My first sighting in the wild. What a joy!
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